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Abstract 
We propose some 'local switching' search algorithms for finding large bipartite subgraphs 
in simple undirected graphs. The algorithms are based on the 'measure of effectiveness' of the 
bipartitions of the vertex set. We analyze the worst-case behavior of these algorithms, giving 
general ower bounds, and also prove that the concept of switching has its limits no matter 
how large (fixed-size) substructures are taken in order to improve a locally optimal solution. 
Strengthening an early result by Edwards and Erd6s, we also present wo new lower bounds 
on the size of largest bipartite subgraphs of a graph. The first bound - -  involving the length 
of shortest odd cycles - -  is tight for any given girth and any number of vertices. Moreover, 
a corresponding bipartite subgraph can be found by a linear-time algorithm. The second bound 
is defined in terms of odd-degree dge-disjoint s ars, and it is stronger than the Edwards-Erd6s 
inequality whenever the graph in question contains at least two nonadjacent vertices of odd 
degree. (~) 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS classification: primary 05C35; secondary 68R10 
Keywords: Bipartite subgraph; Local search; Maximum cut; Measure of effectiveness of a 
vertex bipartition 
I. Introduction and preliminaries 
Let G = (V ,E )  be an undirected graph without loops and multiple edges, with vertex 
set V and with nonempty edge set E. 
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We denote by ~(G)  the set of all bipartitions of the vertex set of G, i.e. the set of 
all pairs (A,B) such that A C_ V and B = V\A. For any two (not necessarily disjoint) 
subsets X, Y C_ V, we denote by [X, Y] the set of all edges having at least one vertex 
in X and at least one in Y, i.e. 
[X,Y]:= {{x,y}EE: xEX, yE Y}, 
and denote d(X, Y):= I[X,Y][. If X= {v}, v6 V, we simply write d(v, Y) instead of 
d({v}, Y). The degree d(v, V) of vertex v will be denoted by d(v), as usual. Moreover, 
we put 
b(G) := max{d(A,B): (A,B) E ~(G)}. 
A bipartition (A,B)E ~(G)  with d(A,B)= b(G) is often called a maximum cut of G 
in the literature. 
For every bipartition (A,B) of V, we define the function 
d(v ,B) -d(v ,A)  if yEA, 
#(v,A,B)= d(v ,A) -d(v ,B)  i f vEB,  
called the weight of the vertex v with respect to the bipartition (A,B), and also consider 
the sum 
~(A,B) = ~ ~(v,A,S) 
vCV 
that will be called the measure of effectiveness of the bipartition (A,B). 
Using this notation, the following basic identity holds: 
Proposition 1.1. For every 9raph G=(V,E)  and every bipartition (A,B) of V, 
d(A,B) = ½ IEI + ¼ 
Proof. 
-~(A,B) = 2d(A,B) - ~ d(v,A) - ~ d(v,B) 
v~A vEB 
= 2d(A,B) - (21El - 2d(A,B)) = 4d(A,B) - 2[E I. [] 
For any edge e E E and subset Y C_ E we define the edge-star of e in Y as 
Str(e) = {e' E Y: e' ¢ e, e fq e' ¢ 0}. 
We are interested in finding bipartitions (A,B)E ~(G)  with not only a large number 
d(A,B) of edges, but also with the following further properties: 
(i) for every vertex yEA, d(v,B)>.d(v,A), 
(ii) for every vertex v EB, d(v,A)>.d(v,B), 
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(iii) for every edge e E [A,B], [St[A,BI(e)] >~ ISttA,AJ(e)l + ISttB,,l(e)l, 
(iv) the bipartition (A,B) is balanced, i.e. IIAI - IBII ~< 1. 
Certa in ly ,  there exist graphs (e.g. the unbalanced complete bipartite graphs) which 
have no bipartitions atisfying all conditions (i)-(iv), but on the other hand, some 
subsets of (i)-(iv) can always be satisfied. In particular, the properties (i) and (ii) 
were formulated by Erdfs [9] in order to provide a short proof for the fact 
1 b(G) IEI 
for all graphs G=(V,E). (The balanced bipartition (A,B) generated by the Clark- 
Shahrokhi-Sz6kely algorithm [3] also yields d(A,B)>~IIE[. For some further lower 
bounds on balanced bipartite subgraphs ee e.g. [15] or [12], the latter applying bal- 
anced bipartitions in a graph bisection problem.) 
The problem of finding lower bounds on b(G) has been considered in a large num- 
ber of papers; for a detailed account we refer to the extensive survey by Poljak and 
Tuza [ 18]. 
The extremal properties of b(G) were first investigated by Erd6s [7] and later by 
Edwards [5,6] who proved that 
m v '~m+ 1 - 1 
b(G)>~-~ ÷ 8 (1) 
holds for any graph G with m edges (see also Remark 1.6 in [14] for a short proof 
formulated for triangle-free subgraphs that obviously works for b(G) as well), and that 
1 b(G)  ½ IEI + (IVl- 1) (2) 
for every connected graph G=(V,E). We shall refer to this latter inequality as the 
Edwards-Erd6s bound, viewing it as a conjecture of Erd6s and a theorem of Edwards. 
Actually, the formula was (incorrectly) asserted to hold for all graphs without isolated 
vertices in the early papers of Erd6s [7] without proof and [8] with a hint that the 
reader should apply induction from n to n+4. (As is easily seen, however, the inductive 
step fails to work on some simple examples, even on connected ones such as trees 
of high internal degree. A disconnected counterexample to the assertion itself is the 
vertex-disjoint union of sufficiently many triangles.) 
As regards algorithmic aspects, it was first proved by Karp [13] that the problem of 
finding the exact value of b(G) for an arbitrarily given input graph G is NP-complete. 
Nevertheless, everal attempts were made to determine or estimate ffÉciently the size 
of largerst bipartite subgraphs (see e.g. [2,4,16]). Moreover, a strong approximation 
result has been found recently by Goemans and Williamson [11]. 
In the bulk of the present work we focus on local switching algorithms, proving that 
their limits in performance are beyond Edwards's first theorem (1) but do not reach 
the Edwards-Erd6s bound. Furthermore, we apply different approaches to derive lower 
bounds stronger than (2). 
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Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define three algorithms which 
start with an arbitrary vertex bipartition and make local changes to improve on the 
size of the current cut, provided that some (local) conditions are satisfied by the mea- 
sure of effectiveness #. Guaranteed lower bounds on the worst-case behavior of those 
algorithms are presented then in Section 3. The proof of an important technical tool, 
that we call the 'Key Lemma', is postponed to Section 4. To conclude those 'local 
switching' techniques, in Section 5 we discuss on the limits of this approach, showing 
that there exists an infinite class of graphs for which the Edwards-Erd6s bound cannot 
be attained by these methods. 
The last two sections contain strengthenings of the lower bound (2) in different 
ways. In Section 6 we generalize an algorithm of Ngoc and Tuza [16] to prove an 
inequality under the constraint that the (connected) graph G contains no odd cycles 
of length less than 2t + 1. (The case t = 1 coincides with the familiar bound above 
for all connected graphs.) The running time of the algorithm finding a corresponding 
bipartite subgraph is linear in the number of edges. Moreover, the new inequality is 
tight for every t, also for graphs without any cycles shorter than 2t + 1. That is, the 
general ower bound cannot be strengthened by excluding short even cycles, because 
the relevant parameter is the 'odd girth'. 
Finally, in Section 7, a new lower bound - -  defined by the number of odd-degree 
edge-disjoint stars - -  is presented. For graphs containing vertices of odd degree, the 
new inequality always improves on the Edwards-Erd6s bound. 
2. /,-algorithms 
A #-aloorithm A for finding a 'good' bipartition of the vertices (a bipartite subgraph 
with many edges) in G is a procedure based on the use of the function #. In this section 
we describe three such algorithms in terms of 'local switching', and prove general lower 
bounds on the size of bipartite subgraphs found by them. 
The measure of effectiveness of a #-algorithm A leading to the subset K of all 
attainable bipartitions is the function 
b(A)= min I[A,B][. 
(A,B)GK 
We are interested in switching the location of the vertices of a subset W c V in a 
given bipartition (A,B)C #(G). The switching of W changes the bipartition (A,B) 
to (AAW, BAW), where /h denotes the symmetric difference of sets. In fact, in the 
algorithms defined below, we will change a bipartition (A,B) by the switching of W 
only in the case [ W n A [ ~< 1 and I W n B I ~< 1. The limits of this 'local switching method' 
for larger sets W in general will be discussed in Section 5. 
The following lemma shows the influence of switchings on the measure of effective- 
ness. 
Lemma 2.1. 
partition (A',B') = (AAW, BAW)  we have 
~(A',B') = ~ -fi(A,B) - 4~(v,A,B) 
L ~(A,B) - 4(t~(v,A,B) + kt(w,A,B) - 2d(v,w)) 
where d(v,w)= 1 if {v,w} E E and d(v,w)=O otherwise. 
Proof. Assume that yEA and denote X=A\{v} ,  Y=B\W.  We have 
#(v,A,B) = d(v, W) 4- d(v, Y) - d(v,X) 
and 
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Let (A ,B)E~(G) ,  WC V, IWNAI~<I and IWNBI~<I. For the new bi- 
~(A,B ) = 2[d(v, W) 4- d(v, Y) + d(X, W\{v}) + d(X, Y) - d(v,X) 
- d(W\{v},  Y) - d(X,X) -- d(Y, Y)], 
if w = {~}, 
if W={v,w}. 
Thus, 
~(AAW, B~W) = 2[d(v ,  W) + d(v,X) + d(W\  {v}, Y) + d(X, Y) - d(v, Y) 
- d(X, W\{v})  - d(X,X)  - d(r, Y)]. 
~(A,B) - ~(AAW, BAW)=4[I~(v,A,B)  + ~ #(u,A,B) - 2d(v, W)]. 
u~w\{,:) 
Next, for all (A,B)E ~(G)  we define the following sets of switehings: 
S,(A,B) = {{v} C V: #(v,A,B)<O}, 
[] 
S2(A.B) = {{v,w} c V: .(v,A,~) +/~(w,A,B)<2d(v,w)} 
u {{~} c V: ~(v,A,B)<0 and IA\(v}l = IB\{~}I}, 
S3(A,B) = SI(A,B)U {{v,w} E [A,B]: t~(v,A,B) + It(w,A,B)<2} 
u{{v} cB:  #(v,A,B)= 0}, 
and the following sets of bipartitions: 
~i(G)={(A ,B)E : (G) :  Si(A,B)=~)} for i=  1,2,3. 
A' ,  
B: 
A t . 
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Fig. 1. The graph G and the bipartition (A,B). For vE V the value #(v,A,B) iswritten in the circle. 
B t .. 
z 3 
J 
o b# k f ? 
Fig. 2. The graph G with the modified bipartition (W,B/) and new measure ~. 
Example 2.2. For the bipartition (A,B) of vertices V= {a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j,k} of G 
(Fig. 1) we have 
S~(A,B) = {{c}, {k)), 
S2(A,B) = {{c, 9}, {c, i}, {c,j}, {c, k}, {d, k}, {e,j}, {e, k}, {f, i}, {f,  k}, {c}}, 
S3(A,B) = {{c}, {k}, {c, O}, {d, k}, {e,j}, {f,  i}, {i}, {j}}. 
The bipartition (A', B ' )=  (AA{c, k}, BA{c, k}) obtained by the switching of W = {c, k} 
is presented in Fig. 2. 
It is easy to see that neither (A,B) nor (A',B') belong to ~,-(G) for i=  1,2,3. On 
the other hand, the bipartition (A", B") = (A'/~ {9, e }, B'/k {9, e } ) belongs to ~l (G) but 
does not belong to ~z(G) and ~3(G) (see Fig. 3). 
Now, let us define 
p-Algorithm Ai ( i= 1,2,3): 
Step 0. Read graph G=(V,E) and set an arbitrary bipartition (A,B). 
Step 1. Compute the function p(v,A,B) and find the set of switchings Si(A,B). 
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A": 1 1 
B It : 
Fig. 3. The graph G and the bipartition (A t I ,B" ) .  
Step 2. Check whether Si(A,B) = O. If this test fails, select an element W E S/(A,B). 
Set (A,B)*---(A~W, BAW) and return to Step 1. Otherwise stop and output 
the bipartition (A,B). 
End. 
Remark 2.3. Each time when the algorithm A i retums to Step 1 from Step 2, the 
value ~(A,B) has increased by at least 4. Thus, Step 2 is executed at most IEI times. 
Step 1 is executed o(IVl), o(Iv12), and O([V I + IEI) times for i=  1, 2, and 3, respec- 
tively. Furthermore, the values of the function #(. ,A,B) can be computed locally (at 
each vertex v E V, #(v,A,B) is computed by considering only those vertices which are 
adjacent to v) and independently of each other. This allows to use parallel processors. 
Remark 2.4. If we start with a balanced bipartition and implement the algorithm A2, 
then the output bipartition is balanced, too. 
Remark 2.5. The algorithm A i stops if and only if the bipartition constructed in the 
last step belongs to ~i(G). The lower bound for the number of edges in bipartite 
subgraphs obtained by algorithm A i is equal to 
1 bg:----b(hi)=ylEl+¼ min fi(A,B) for i=  1,2,3. 
(A,B)EJJ'~(G) 
3. Valuation of p-algorithms 
Now we present some properties and lower bounds for the number of edges in 
bipartite subgraphs obtained by the algorithms A g. 
Theorem 3.1. For any graph G = (V,E) and any bipartition (A,B) E ~I( G), the prop- 
erties (i) and (ii) are satisfied and 
1 s(G), bl/> 1 IEI + 
where s(G) is the number of vertices v having odd degree d(v). 
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Proof. If d(v) is odd, then lffo, A,B)>O, and the theorem follows from the definition 
of F and Proposition 1.1. [] 
Theorem 3.2. For any 9raph G= ( V,E) and any balanced bipartition (A,B ) E ~2(G), 
the properties (iii), (iv), and (i) or (ii) are satisfied and 
a IVl+~ 
b2~>~ IEI IV/-- T~-~' 
where ~=0 tflV[ is even and e= l tf lvl  is odd 
Proof. Properties (iii) and (iv) are satisfied by Lemma 2.1 and Remark 2.4. Moreover, 
if#(v,A,B)<O and #(w,A,B)<O for some yEA and wEB, then {v,w} ES2(A,B). But 
for (A,B)E ~2(G) the set S2(A,B) is empty, a contradiction. So (i) or (ii) is satisfied. 
Now, observe that for any (A,B)E~2(G) and (v,w)EA × B, 
2 if {v,w}EE, 
#(v,A,B) + kt(w,A,B) >>. 2d(v, w)= 
0 if{v,w}q~E 
holds, and we have 
IBI ~ ~(v,A,O) + IAI ~ #(v,A,g)>~2 I[A,B]]. 
yEA vGB 
I and IB[=½1VI- * Thus, Since (A,B) is balanced, we may assume IAI = ½lVl + ~e ye. 
#(v,A,B)>>.O for yEA, and we have 
2 I[A,BI[ ~< ½1VI~(A,B)+½e p(v,A,B)-~_~p(v,A,B) 
yEA 
~< y IVI ~(A, B) + 
By Proposition 1.1, 
1 1 
and this inequality implies the assertion. [] 
The lower bounds of bl and b2 are sharp and some extremal examples are presented 
in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively; the graphical convention is the same as in Example 2.2. 
Theorem 3.3. For any 9raph G = (V,E) and any bipartition (A,B) E ~3(G), the con- 
ditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied and 
t,~ ~> ½1El + ~(~+ 1 - 1). 
Proof. If S3(A,B)=~, then SI(A,B)=S2(A,B)=O as well. Therefore (i)-(iii) hold. 
From the Key Lernma presented in Section 4, we have 
IEI ~ ½(~2(A,B) + ~(A,B)) 
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B:  
Fig. 4. (A,B)EP1(G) and (A,B)~P?(G)UP3(G). 
Fig. 5. (A,B)E~2(G) and (A,B)f~I(G)U.~3(G). 
A:  
B 
Fig. 6. (A,B) E ~3(G). 
for every (A,B) E ~3(G). Thus, 
21E[ <~(~(A,B) + ½)2 1 4 
and 
fi(A,B)>~ ½(V/~ + 1 - 1). 
Now, the lower bound for b3 follows by Proposition 1.1. [] 
The lower bound on b3 is sharp and some extremal examples are presented in Figs. 6 
and 7. 
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A: 
B: 
Fig. 7. (A,B)E~3(G). 
Remark 3.4. From the first fact described in Remark 2.3 it follows that if we apply the 
algorithm Ai (i = 1,2, 3) to any bipartition (A,B) E ~(G),  then for the output bipartition 
(A',B') we always have d(At,BI)>~d(A,B). That is, once the algorithm has attained a
bipartite subgraph larger than guaranteed by the theorems above, it does not go down 
to the lower bounds anymore. 
4. Key lemma 
Let f# denote the class of all graphs without isolated vertices. For every natural 
number k we define the set 
f2k = {(G;A,B): G E aj, (A,B) E ~,~3(G) and ,~(A,B) =2k}. 
In the sequel, for a graph H we denote by V(H) and E(H) the vertex set and the 
edge set of H, respectively. 
Key Lemma. For every natural number k, and for every (G;A,B)EOk, we have 
IE(G)[ ~<2k 2 + k. 
To prove this assertion, we need some simple lemmas. 
Lemma 4.1. For every k >>. 1, the set Ok is finite. 
Proof. Let (G;A,B) E Ok. Since I~(w,A,B)~ 1 for all w EB, IBI ~<2k holds and 
d(A,B)= (w~B I~(w,A,B)) + 2d(B,B)<~2k + 2k(2k-  l )=4k 2. 
But there are no isolated vertices in G, so that ]Ai~<4k 2 and IV(G)]<~4k 2 +2k. [] 
We say that (G*;A*,B*) is extremal in 12k if for every (G;A,B)EOk we have 
[E(G*)I i> IE(G)], and furthermore IE(G*)I = [E(G)I implies IV(G*)I ~> ]V(G)[. We de- 
note by 12~' the set of extremal graphs in Ok. For example, the triple (G;A,B) in Fig. 7 
is extremal in 122. 
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For a given (G;A,B)E f2k and nonnegative integer i, we denote 
Ai:={vEA: lt(v,A,B)=i} for i>/0 
and 
Bi:={vEB: #(v,A,B)=i} fori>~l. 
Lemma 4.2. If (G;A,B) E ~2~ (G : (A UB, E)), then 
(i) Ai : 0 for i > 1, 
(ii) tfBi =0, then Al =0, 
(iii) if Bl 50, then IBII>IAII, 
(iv) d(v) = 2 for all v EAo. 
Proof. (i) If vEAl ( i> 1), then there exists u EB i (j~>l) such that {v,u} E [Ai,Bj]. 
A graph G':(AUBU{w},EU{{v,w},{u,w}}), where wf~AUB is a new vertex, 
would satisfy (G~;A U {w},B)E f2k, contradicting the extremality of (G;A,B). 
(ii) Assume v CA1. There exists u E Bj ( j>  1) such that {v,u} E [A1,Bj]. A graph 
G' : (A U B U {w}, E U { { v, w}, {u, w} }), where w ~ A U B is a new vertex, would satisfy 
(G';A U {w},B) E f2k because B~ = 0, contradicting the extremality of (G;A,B). 
(iii) Let Bl :{v l  ..... Vm} and vi¢vj for i¢ j ;  i, jE{1 . . . . .  m}, m>~l. Assume 
IAII~>[BII. There is a set {ul . . . . .  urn}CA1 and ui¢uj for i¢ j ;  i, j E  {1 . . . . .  m}. 
Consider a new graph G'=(AUBU{w},EU iE{I ...... }{(Ui, W},{Ui, W}}), where 
w~AUB. It is easy to check that (G';AU{w},B)EI2~. But this would imply 
(G;A,B) q~ E~. 
(iv) Assume vEAo and d(v)>~4 (d(v) is even for vEAo). There exist wEA and 
uEB such that {w,v}EE and {u,v}EE. For the new graph G'=(AUBU{x},  
E U { {x, w}, {x, u} }\{ {v, w}, {v, u} }), where x q~ A U B, we have (G';A U {x}, B) E f2k, 
and this leads to the contradiction (G;A,B)~ 12~. [] 
Lemma 4.3. If (G; A, B) E f2~ (G = (A U B, E)), then Bi ¢ 0 implies i E { 1,2}. 
Proof. Assume B CBl UB2. 
(A) If there exists i>3, vEBi, then we find {Ul,U2}CA, Ul ¢U2 and {ul,v}EE, 
{u2, v}EE. Consider a new graph G'=(AUBU{x},EU{{x,u,},{x, u2}}\{{v,u,}, 
{v, u2 } }), where x ~ A U B. It is easy to check that (G'; A, B U {x}) E f2k, because j >/4. 
But this contradicts the extremality of (G;A,B). 
(B) Assume B =BI UB2 UB3 and IB31 > 1. Let {v,u} CB3(v¢ u) and let {vl,ul} CA 
such that {v, vl}EE and {U, Ul}EE. Consider the new graph G'=(AUBU{x},EU 
{{x, vl},{x, ul}}\{{V, l},{u, ul}}), where x~AUB. We check that (G';A, BU{x})G 
12k holds in this case, contradicting the extremality of (G;A,B). 
(C) Assume B =BI UB2 UB3 and IB31 = 1. Observe that B1 ~ 0. In the opposite case, 
by Lemma 4.2 (cases (i) and (ii)) we would have A =A0 what is impossible because 
I~(G;A,B) is an even number. Let v EB3. 
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(C. 1) Assume that there is u E BI such that {v, u} ~ E. We consider the graph G' = 
(AUBU{x},EU{{v,u},{u,x}}), where xf~AUB, and observe that (G';AU{x},B)E 
f2k, a contradiction. 
(C.2) Now, consider u EBI and observe that there exist (by Lemma 4.2(i)) Ul EA1 
and u2 EA1 (ul #u2) such that {U, Ul} EE and {u, u2} EE. 
(C.2.1) If {ul,u2} ~E, then we consider the graph 
G¢ = (A U B U {x},E  U {{/11,/12}, {x,/)}, {x,/11 }, {X,/12}}), 
where x ~ A U B. The contradiction (G'; A, B U {x}) E/2k follows. 
(C.2.2) If {uz,u2} EE, then we take u3 EA such that {/),u3} EE. 
(C.2.2.1) If {u, u3 } ~ E, consider the graph G' = (A U B U {x, y}, E U {{u, u3 }, {x, y}, 
{x,u},{y,u}}\{{v, u3} {ul,u2},{u,u,},{u, u2}}), where xq~AUB, y~AUB, and 
x # y. One can check that (G';A U {x, y}),B) E Ok, a contradiction. 
(C.2.2.2) If {u, u3} EE, then u3 EA1. We consider the graph G'=(AUBU{x},EU 
{{u3,x}}\{{u3, v}}), where x CA UB. Again, the contradiction (G';A,B U {x}) E f2k is 
obtained. [] 
Lemma 4.4. If (G;A,B)EI2[ (G:(AUB, E)), then [A,A]=O or [B2,B2] is a com- 
plete graph. 
Proof. Assume there are Ul EA, u2 EA, {Ul,U2}EE and there are vl EB2, v2 EB2, 
{Vl,V2} ~E. We consider the graph 
G" : (A NO U {x},E LI {{X,/11 }, {X,/12}, {X, Vl }, {X,/)2}, {/)1,/)2}}\{{/11, U2}}), 
where x ~A OB. Then (G';A U {x},B) E Ok, a contradiction. [] 
Lemma 4.5. If (G;A,B) E I2[(G = (A UB, E)), then 
[AI,B2] = 0. 
Proof. Let vEAl, uEB2, and {v,u}EE. 
(A) The case d(v)--1. Consider the graph G'=(AUBU{x},EO{{x,v},{x,u}}), 
where x ~A UB, and check that (Gt;A U {x},B) E Ok, what is impossible. 
(B) The case d(v)> 1. Observe that there are vl EA and ul EB such that {v, vl} EE 
and {v, ul}EE. Consider the graph G'=(AUBU{x},EU{{x,u},{x, vl}}\{{v,u}, 
{v, vl }}), where x ~A UB, and check that (G';A U {x},B) E ~k, what is impossible. [] 
Proof of Key Lemma. Let (G;A,B) be extremal in (2k with the property described in 
Lemma 4.5. 
(I) Assume [A,A] # O. By Lemma 4.4, [B2,B2] is a complete graph. For brevity, we 
denote ai= JAil, bi=]Bil, o~ij=d(Ai,Aj), fl6=d(Bi,Bj), ~,ij=d(Ai, Bj) for all i,j>~O. 
By the definition of the function # and by Lemmas 4.2-4.5 we have the following 
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four equalities: 
Thus, 
Now 
Since 
and 
bl = ~_~ ,u (v ,A ,B)=y l l  - fl12 - 21311, 
vEBi 
2b2 = ~ u(v ,A ,B)= 702 - i l l 2  - 2fl22, 
t:EB2 
al = ~_, ~(v ,A ,B)=Y l l  - %1 - 2cql, 
vcAI 
0= ~ ,u (v ,A ,B)=ao - ~Xol - 2~oo. 
rCAo 
fll2 =711 - bl -- 2fill, 
f l22  I = ~b2(b2 - 1), 
702 =2b2 + i l l 2  -~- 2fl22 = b2(b2 + 1) + ])11 - -  bl - 2fill, 
~01 z 4/11 - -  a l  - -  2~11,  
1 
~00 : 5(ao -- ~ol) = ½(702 -- ~Ol) =/ [b2(b2  + 1) - bl + al] + ~1 - ill. 
IE(G)! = Coo + COol + ~11 + ]211 -~ "~02 -~- fill Jr- ill2 ~- fl22 
= 4(711 -- fil l) + 2b 2 + b2 - ½(al - -  5b l  ) .  
f i l l  1 = ~()~11 - -  b l  - -  i l l 2 ) ,  
Y l l  - -  f i l l  = ½(Y l l  "[- bl - fll2)<~(albl + bl + blb2) 
4(711 - f l l l)~<2bl(al + b2 + 1), 
we have 
IE(G)I<~Zb 2 + be + 2bl(al  + b2) -  ½(al +b, ) .  
By the definition of  Ok, 
k = ½-~(A,B) = b2 + ½(al + bl)  
and 
2k 2 + k = 2b~ +be + 2alb2 +2b ib2  + ½[(al +bl )  2 +(a l  + bl)]. 
Applying the latter equality to (3), we obtain 
[E(G)I ~2k2+k+2a lb l  - 2alb2 - ½[(al + bl)2 + (al + b l ) ] -  ½(al +b l )  
1 )2 =2k 2+k-2a lb2-g(a l -b l  - (a l+b l )  
~< 2k 2 + k. 
(3) 
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II. Now assume [A,A] = {3. Since there are no isolated vertices in G, A0 = 0; and by 
Lemma 4.5 also B2 = 0. Moreover, 
1 ) ~< 2k 2 [E(G)[ =711 +/~11 ~<al + ~bl(bl - 1 +k  
because k - -  ½(al + bl). [] 
5. The limits of switching 
In this section we present a construction, showing that the local switching techniques 
are not strong enough in general to attain the lower bound ylEl÷~(l' ' V I -  1) for the size 
of largest bipartite subgraphs, despite this bound is valid for every connected graph 
G = (V,E). We shall prove 
Theorem 5.1. For every natural number k there exist a real ek >0,  a constant ck, 
and an infinite family {(Gn;An,Bn)} o f  connected graphs Gn=(Vn,En) with vertex 
bipartition An tA B n = Vn such that 
1 I[An,Bn] [ < ~lEn I + (1 _ ~k)(IVn[ _ 1) + c~ (4) 
holds, and no switching of at most k vertices can increase the number of edoes 
generated by the given vertex bipartition. 
Proof. We construct a family of graphs denoted by G(s, p), with suitably defined 
vertex bipartition (A,B), where s and p run through all the even natural numbers. As 
an illustration, G(4, 2) is exhibited in Fig. 8. 
The bipartition class B of G(s, p) consists of sp + 1 vertices, 
B:={w}tA{vij: l<~i<.s, l<.j<.p}. 
The vertex w is adjacent o all vii, moreover it has sp + ½s degree-1 neighbors in the 
other vertex class A. Furthermore, A contains s specific vertices denoted ul, u2 . . . . .  Us, 
Fig. 8. The graph G(s, p) with s = 4, p = 2. 
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each ui being adjacent o the p vertices vii, 1 <~j <~ p. Finally, each vii is a vertex of 
a pendant riangle the other two vertices of which belong to A. 
As regards the parameters of this G := G(s, p)= (V,E) with the given vertex bipar- 
3 1 and the bipartition induces tition, one can see that I Vl -- 4sp + gs + 1, IE[ = 6sp + 7s, 
1 edges. In particular, we have I[A,O]l = 4sp + is  
l- [El + 1 ~ ( IV l  - 1 )  - I [A ,B] I  = ~,  
and the right-hand side is proportional to IV[/p when p is fixed arbitrarily and s gets 
large. 
We claim that the switching of at most k := rain (½s, p) vertices never increases 
the number of edges in the bipartite subgraph generated by the bipartition, i.e. the 
bipartition is a local optimum for k-switchings. This will imply the validity of (4) for 
infinitely many values of n, for every fixed k, by taking p := k and letting s tend to 
infinity. (Then the value of ek is about (32k)-1.) 
Consider first the switching that moves the vertex w into the other bipartition class A. 
In this case #(w,A,B) decreases by s (the total decrease of # at the other vertices is 
also s), and the number of edges in the bipartition decreases by ½s. Moreover, if we 
remove the degree-1 neighbors of w from G, the new bipartition is best possible (i.e. 
it is a global optimum in the smaller graph), therefore we would need to switch at 
l neighbors of w in order to attain the original value of I[A,B]I. Thus, if a least 7s 
k-switching does not decrease ~, then it keeps w in B. 
Assume from now on, that w remains in the bipartition class B. Suppose that some 
ui is switched into B. As long as the positions of the other vertices remain unchanged, 
this step decreases the edge-size of the bipartition by p. One can see that in this 
situation the switching of any one vertex (distinct from ui) cannot increase ~, and the 
best we can do is to select some vertices vii in the neighborhood of ui and switch 
each of those vii together with one of its degree-2 neighbors. Such a transformation 
for any one vii - -  switching 2 vertices - -  increases the size of the cut by precisely 2, 
independently of the other switchings, therefore we need to switch at least p vertices 
in order to attain I[A,B][. 
Finally, assume that w stays in B and all the ui stay in A. Under these conditions 
an arbitrary vertex bipartition of G induces precisely one of the two edges {v~j, u/} 
and {vij,w} for each pair (i, j), and at most two edges from each triangle incident 
to a vertex vii. Consequently, under the given constraints the bipartition (A,B) is best 
possible. 
6. Graphs with large (odd) girth 
Next, we prove that the coefficient ¼ of IV[ in the Edwards-Erd6s bound (2) can 
be improved if the graph in question has girth (= length of the shortest cycles) larger 
than 3. 
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Theorem 6.1. I f  the graph G=(V,E)  is connected and has girth at least 2t, t~>l, 
then 
Moreover, this inequality & tight for 
1 1 2t -  1 -1 )  ~>~IEI+ ~( IV l -  1). (5) 
every t and n, also for graphs of girth 2t + 1. 
As a matter of fact, in order to get this lower bound, it is not necessary to exclude 
all short cycles, as just the exclusion of cycles of odd length will suffice: 
Theorem 6.1'. I f  the graph G = (V,E) is connected and contains no odd cycles shorter 
than 2t + 1, then the inequality (5) is valid for G. 
Proof. Let us note first that (5) is tight, as shown by the connected graphs all of 
whose blocks are cycles of length 2t + 1. Indeed, if such a graph G=(V,E)  has q 
blocks, then IV I =2qt + 1, IEI =2qt + q, and every bipartite subgraph of G contains 
at most 2t edges of each cycle, therefore b(G)= 2qt, yielding equality in (5). Also, in 
case if IV ] -  1 is not a multiple of 2t, we can obtain graphs attaining equality in (5), 
by adding vertices of degree 1 to the previous construction. 
To prove the lower bound, let G = (V,E) be any connected graph with no odd cycles 
of length at most 2 t -  1. We shall apply the algorithmic method introduced in [16]. 
First, we find a rooted spanning tree T in G, with arbitrarily chosen root r, with the 
following property: 
(*) For every edge {u,v} EE, either the (unique) r-u path of T contains v or the 
r-v path of T contains u. 
It is well known, that a spanning tree with this property can be found by depth-first 
search (in O([E[) steps). I f  the height (=  the number of vertices in the longest paths 
starting from the root r) of this tree, h(T), is at most 2t, then the initial conditions 
together with (,) imply that the entire G is a bipartite graph, therefore 
1 b(G)=IE[>~ Igl + ~(IVl- 1), 
and the proof is done. 
Otherwise, in the longest path starting from the root there exists a vertex - -  say rl 
- -  such that the distance of rl from r in T is precisely h(T) -  2t + 1. Let G~ be the 
subgraph of G induced by the 'branch' rooted at rl in T, i.e. the subgraph with those 
vertices v for which the r-v path in T contains rl. Removing G1 from the entire graph, 
the subtree T 1 := T - Gl remains a spanning subtree with property (,) in G - Gl. I f  T l 
has height at most 2t, we define G2 := G - GI and stop; otherwise we select a branch 
of T 1, rooted at some r2 at distance h(T 1 ) - 2t + 1 from r, denote by G2 the subgraph 
of G induced by this branch, and repeat the same procedure in T 2 := T 1 - G2, etc. 
Eventually, we obtain a collection of vertex-disjoint induced subgraphs G1,..., Gq for 
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some q, each Gi = (Vi, El) having a spanning subtree T/with root ri such that the height 
of T~- is at most 2t, and each Ti satisfies the property ( , )  in the induced subgraph Gi. 
By the property ( , )  and by the assumption that all odd cycles of length at most 2 t -  1 
are excluded, each Gi is bipartite, i.e. has a bipartition (Ai,Bi) such that I[Ai, B,-]I = lEvi, 
and all the Ai and Bi are independent sets in the entire graph G. (In fact, those (A~,Bi) 
are unique apart from switching the entire ~, as G~ is connected.) Note further that 
IEiI~>IV, I -  1 for all l<~i<~q, and q<~[IVI/2t] because [V/l>~2t for all l<~i<q and 
Vq ~ 0. Consequently, 
-- 1 JE~I++IEqI>~IVI -N~IVI -  / 2t ( IV I -1 )  " 
We now proceed sequentially with the graphs G~ for i---1 . . . . .  q as follows. First, 
fix the bipartition (A~,B1). Assuming that (Ai,B/) has been fixed for j=  1 . . . . .  i -  1, 
we consider the two types of edges 
and 
+ [. 
If the former is not smaller than the latter, then we keep (Ai, Bi ) as it is; otherwise 
we switch this bipartition by setting (Ai,Bi)+-(Bi,A~), i.e. rename Ai as Bi and vice 
versa. At the end of this procedure we define 
q q 
A := UA i ,  B := UB i  . 
i- i  i - i  
In this way we achieve that not only all edges inside the Gi but also at least half of 
the edges joining distinct subgraphs Gi belong to the bipartite subgraph [A,B]. Thus, 
Ifl ~1 £1Eili:l ~ IEI-~- ~ /-S?--(IVl- 1) , I[A,B]I ~> 
implying (5), as b(G)>~ I[A,B][ holds by definition. 
Remark 6.2. For t= 1, i.e. without restrictions on the girth, Theorem 6.1 yields the 
Edwards-Erd6s bound, and in this case equality holds for all connected graphs in which 
every block (maximal 2-connected subgraph) is a complete graph of odd order. 
Remark 6.3. If t ~> 2, then the extremal graphs for Theorem 6.1 are necessarily very 
sparse, because already for triangle-free graphs (i.e. for t - -2)  the second term in the 
lower bound of (2) can be replaced by IEI '' for some c> 1/2. This fact has been shown 
in several papers with subsequently improved bounds by Erd6s and Lov~sz [10] and 
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by Poljak and Tuza [17] for c=2/3 ,  by Shearer [19] for c=3/4 ,  and by Alon [1] for 
c = 4/5, the latter being actually best possible. 
Remark 6.4. The above proof yields an efficient algorithm that finds a bipartite 
subgraph attaining the lower bound of (5). This algorithm - -  not only its 'depth- 
first-search' part but also the successive selection of the induced subgraphs and the 
appropriate combination of their vertex bipartitions - -  can be implemented in linear 
time, essentially in the same way as described for the case t = 1 in [16]. 
7. An algorithm defined by odd-degree disjoint stars 
In this last section we present a lower bound which always improves the Edwards- 
ErdGs bound (2) if the graph contains vertices of odd degree. Define the star at vertex v 
in G as the set 
S(v)={{v,w}cE: w~ V}. 
By the degree of S(v) we simply mean d(v), i.e. the degree of the vertex v. Here we 
prove 
Theorem 7.1. For every graph G= (V,E), 
b(a)>. ½1El + ¼(IV[ + odd(G) - -c (a) ) ,  
where odd(G) is the maximum number of odd-degree edge-disjoint stars in the 
9raph G, and c(G) is the number of connected components of G. 
Proof. As both sides of the inequality are additive with respect o connected compo- 
nents, we may assume without loss of generality that c (G)= 1, i.e. G is connected. 
Moreover, by Proposition 1. I, it is enough to prove that there exists a vertex bipartition 
(A,B) E ~(G) such that 
~(A,B) ~>IVl + odd(G) - 1. 
For G with iV] = 1,2,3, this inequality is obvious. We are going to apply induction 
on the number of vertices. Assume [Vi---n + 1, and suppose that the above inequality 
is valid for every graph of order at most n. 
Case 1. There exists a cut-vertex v in G. Let Cl . . . . .  Ck be the connected com- 
ponents of G - v, with respective vertex sets U1 .. . . .  U~. Assume /I1 = Ui U {v} and 
V2 = {v} U(Uik=2 Ui). The graphs G1 = (VI,E1) and G2 = (V2,E2) induced by Vl and V2 
in G are connected and V=V1UV2, E=EltAE2, V1NV2={v}, E lnE2=0,  
[Vll~<n, and [V z] ~<n. By the induction hypothesis, there exist bipartitions (A1,B1) and 
(Az,B2) such that 
-~(Ai,Bi)>~IV,.I +odd(G/ ) -  1 for i=1,2.  
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Without loss of generality, we may assume vEAl and yEA2. For A=A~ UA2 and 
B =BI  UB2 we have (A,B) E ~(G) ,  moreover 
odd(G1 ) + odd(G2)>t odd(G) 
holds, and thus 
-~(A,B) = ~(AI,BI ) 4- ~(Az,B2)/>IVII 4- IV2[ 4- odd(G1) + odd(G2) - 2 
/> I Wl + odd(G) - 1. 
Case 2: There are no cut-vertices in G. For an arbitrarily chosen vertex v E V, let G r 
be the subgraph of G induced by V\{v}. The graph G' is connected and has n vertices. 
Thus, by the induction hypothesis, there exists a bipartition {A',B'} of V\{v} such that 
-fi(A',B')>~n 4- odd(G') - 1. (6) 
Let us define 
S A'u{v} if d(v,A')<~d(v,B'), 
A := ~, A~ if d(v,A~)>d(v,B ') 
and B := V\A. We have 
~(A,B) = ~(A',B') + 21d(v,A' ) - d(v,B')[. (7) 
(I) There are no odd-degree vertices in G. 
If  odd(G)= 0, then odd(G')>~ 1, and by (6) and (7) we obtain 
-fi(A,B)>~n + odd(G') - 1 >~n =n + odd(G) = IvI + odd(G) - 1. 
(II) At least one vertex of G has odd degree. 
Let S~ . . . . .  Sr compose a maximum configuration of odd-degree dge-disjoint stars 
at the vertices, say, vl ..... Vr in G (for some rE  {1 . . . . .  n}), and let vE {vl . . . . .  vr}. In 
this case d(v,A')#d(v,B') and odd(G')~>odd(G)-  1 because the other r -  1 vertices 
vi ~ v have odd degrees in G', too. Thus, by (6) and (7), 
~(A,B) >~ n + odd(G ' ) -  1 +2>~n +odd(G) -  1 - 1 4-2 
= IVl 4- odd(G) -  1. [] 
Remark 7.2. There is a large family of extremal graphs for Theorem 7.1, including 
all complete graphs (also those with an even number of vertices) and all stars as well. 
Remark 7.3. Though the proof of Theorem 7.1 is algorithmic in some sense, the com- 
plexity of this algorithm in its present form is exponential because in Case 2(I1) we 
need to decide whether a particular vertex v is contained in a maximum independent set 
in the subgraph induced by the vertices of odd degree. It would be interesting to attain 
the same lower bound by a polynomial-time algorithm. We have seen in Section 5 that 
local switching is not powerful enough for this purpose. 
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